Rigid Stabilization of Partial Incongruous Lisfranc Dislocations: A Cannulated Solid Screw Technique
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For several years, there has been much controversy over the optimal form of fixation in the operative treatment of Lisfranc injuries. Both cortical and cannulated screws have been widely used in the treatment of these injuries. The level of technical difficulty and reproducible accuracy of the cannulated screw system has gained much popularity. In comparison, the rigid stability of cortical screws appears more favorable. The authors present a cannulated technique utilizing a single 4.0 mm cortical screw (Synthes USA Paoli, Pa.). In Lisfranc injuries with partial incongruity, this method allows precise screw placement while maintaining rigid solid screw stabilization. The technique is minimally invasive, provides anatomical restoration and allows early return to functional activity.
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Lisfranc fracture dislocations account for 0.2% of all fractures.1,2 In 1909, Quenu and Kuss described the first classification system for Lisfranc injuries.3 This classification system was modified by Hardcastle in 1982.2 In 1986, Myerson, et al.,5 further modified the Hardcastle classification into medial and lateral dislocations. Type A is a total incongruent tarsometatarsal joint complex. Types B1 is a partial incongruity with medical displacement affecting the first ray or first metatarsal, and B2 is partial incongruity resulting in lateral displacement of one or more lesser metatarsals. The most common Lisfranc injury in the athlete is the partial incongruous injury resulting in medial or lateral dislocation.4,17,18,19 Types C1 and C2 injuries result in partial or total displacement respect fully. Such classification systems allow communication between surgeons, but offer no prognostic value.

Stable anatomic reduction and internal fixation for Lisfranc fracture dislocations has been described using both screw and Kirchner wire fixation. Pin migration, infection and loss of reduction have been reported with Kirchner wire fixation.11 Over the years, screw fixation has emerged as the superior fixation method for stabilizing the medial three tarsometatarsal joints.1,6,7,8,9,10 Some disadvantages of screw fixation include articular cartilage damage and screw breakage.12

The authors share their surgical technique for addressing partial incongruous Lisfranc injuries; lateral displacement injuries affecting only the second metatarsal.
Figure 1 Bilateral comparison weightbearing anteroposterior radiographs demonstrating partial incongruity of the second tarsometatarsal joint. Note the arrow identifying the first and second metatarsal base diastasis.

The technique is also useful for patients with a symptomatic subtle diastasis. This technique allows direct visualization of the injury, anatomical reduction, articular cartilage preservation, and rigid solid screw stabilization. The technique is avoided in patients with neuropathic arthropathy, peripheral vascular disease, insensate feet, open physis, complex dislocations, and open fracture dislocations.

Surgical Technique

Patients with partially incongruent Lisfranc injuries (B2) were treated with internal fixation utilizing 4.0 mm solid screw (Synthes®, Paoli, Pa. USA).

Figure 2 Oblique foot radiograph. Note the collinear relationship at the adjacent tarsometatarsal joints.
Pre-operatively, all patients receive a regional popliteal and femoral block. With the patient lying supine, a stress abduction stress is applied to the midfoot as described by Coss, et al.\(^{13}\) Stress radiography may obviate the need for stabilization of the entire tarsometatarsal joint complex. (Figs. 1 and 2)

The neurovascular bundle is identified by palpating the dorsalis pedis artery prior to inflation of the calf tourniquet. The interval between the first and second metatarsal bases is verified under fluoroscopy. (Fig. 3) A single 6cm longitudinal skin incision is made medial to the neurovascular bundle.

Reduction is performed by placing a bone tenaculum around the medial cuneiform and second metatarsal base. The second metatarsal is reduced to the medial border of the middle cuneiform. The reduction is verified under fluoroscopy. (Fig. 4) If a diastasis remains present, first and second metatarsal base interval is inspected and the bone reduction tenaculum is adjusted. Once reduction of the diastasis is achieved, a 1.2 mm guide wire is obtained from the cannulated 3.5/4.0mm Synthes screw set.
The 1.2 mm guide wire is placed obliquely from the medial cuneiform (plantar proximal) into the second metatarsal base (distal dorsal) penetrating the lateral cortex. (Fig. 5) The knee is then flexed and the guide wire position is verified under fluoroscopy on both an anteroposterior and lateral projection. The medial cuneiform is then countersunk to prevent screw irritation. Next, the cannulated depth gauge is used to determine the screw length. The 1.2mm guide wire is advanced until it exits the foot dorsolaterally. (Fig. 6A and 6B). By exiting the foot in this fashion, it allows easy retrieval of the guide wire if breakage occurs. The cannulated 2.5 mm drill bit is utilized to drill over the guide wire and penetrates the lateral second metatarsal base cortex. (Fig. 7) The appropriate length 4.0 mm screw is obtained and inserted in line with the guide wire. (Fig. 8A and 8B) To prevent toggle or misdirection during insertion, the guide wire is removed simultaneously.

The bone reduction tenaculum is disengaged and removed. Screw placement and stability are verified under fluoroscopy. (Fig. 9) The calf tourniquet is deflated and hemostasis achieved prior to closure.
Postoperatively, patients are placed into a Jones compression dressing with a posterior splint for until postoperative day seven. The patient is then transferred into a short leg non-weightbearing cast for 14 days. At day 21 the sutures are removed and another short leg cast is applied. Patients are non-weightbearing for a further 6 weeks, followed by protected weight bearing in a walking boot with progression to normal shoe gear as tolerated.

Discussion

The standard treatment for Lisfranc joint injuries is to achieve anatomic reduction with internal fixation. Stable anatomical reduction results in more favorable long-term outcomes.4,7,14 Buzzard, et al., reported that optimal results are obtained if precise anatomical reduction is achieved.1 Kuo, et al., reported that stable anatomic reduction lead to better long-term outcomes with higher AOFAS midfoot scores.7

Current recommendations support screw fixation in treatment of Lisfranc injuries. However, screw fixation is not without complications. Some authors believe that screw fixation results in articular cartilage damage during and that there is added risk for screw breakage.15 Our technique preserves cartilage congruity and provides stabilization until ligamentous healing is restored. Thodarson, et al., found that absorbable screw fixation (PLA screws) was safe and eliminated the need for removal.5

Figure 7 The 2.5 mm cannulated drill is used to drill over the 1.2 mm guide wire penetrating the lateral 2nd metatarsal base cortex.

Figures 8A and 8B 4.0 mm cortical screw (Synthes® Paoli, Pa. USA) (A) Simultaneous placement of the 4.0mm solid screw and removal of the 1.2mm guide wire. (B)
Intraoperative anteroposterior image demonstrating diastasis reduction and 4.0mm solid screw fixation.

Ly, et al., recommended primary stable arthrodesis of purely ligamentous Lisfranc dislocations. The authors reviewed 41 patients with an average follow-up of 42 months. The average post-operative AOFAS score was 68.6 points in the open reduction and internal fixation group and 88 points for the arthrodesis group. The authors believe that stable arthrodesis prevented loss of correction and degenerative changes.

In conclusion, our technique has proven to be effective for stabilizing partial incongruous Lisfranc injuries. The technique is reproducible, accurate and allows for early function rehabilitation. The rigidity of the 4.0 mm solid screw provides optimal stability. However, care must be taken to individualize this treatment based on the extent of tarsometatarsal joint displacement.
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